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Governor,Hosts GS

Forum

By Jean Juarez

education toward mediocrity.
Professors, parents, teachers,

The helicopter landed on the

and students have taken up the

LZ (landing zone) that was set

cause to reform secondary and

aside on parking lot A. Gover

higher education. He went on

nor James Thompson alit onto

to cite the imbalance between

the campus of GSU amid gale
force

January

winds.

funding and funding sources.

The

The Governor said, "The na

weather could not deter him

tion worries more about their

from his mission which was a

lawns, than education. Since

public forum on education.

1985 reading and writing have
declined. This doesn't do much

This was to be the first of six

for the

such forums that will be held
during the coming year. This
is

culmination

a

of

with the audience when the

miniature

wealth

Governor told about the teach

and

er who was elected teacher of

poverty, greater and lesser
achievement,

metropolitan

area and an area of small

the year. After the honor was

Governor James Thompson (left) addresses the public at an education forum held in the GSU theater.

bestowed,

start.

teacher

was

more hours.

suburban area was a good
to

the

asked to take a pay cut and add

towns (suburbs). The South
place

who are

A bit of irony was shared

area was chosen to be the first
it

taxpayers

being taxed for education."

throughout the state of lllinois

because

Vol. XVll No. 10

Governor

Thompson told the audience

Thompson said, "Make me feel

of teachers, school adminis

glad I picked this area."

trators, business people, pol-

iticians and others that five

reforming

years ago the nation's gover

we became a nation at risk.

education

before

nors took on the cause of

There is a dangerous drift of

Then

Thompson

played

(Continued on page 8)

Student Life Administrator professes positive attitude

by Audrey Gaines

He bas worked as a truck driver,

pizza maker, bartender, and part
Michael James Blackburn Sr.,
39, is the new Assistant Director of
Student Life at Governors State
University. However, he is hardly
a newcomer to GSU.
dropped out of
Chicago VocationalHigh School at
17 and joined the Marines. After
Blackburn

serving in Vietnam he returned to
the Chicago area and entered the
''

mai n- stream " work force as a

steel worker.
The

death

of

Blackburn's

mother and divorce caused him to
begin to explore ways to gain con
trol of his life. When a fellow Viet
nam veteran gave him a small
plaque which read, "What we are
ts God's gift to us. What we
become is our gift to God," he
iecided it was time to change the
direction
his life was taking.
Blackburn quit the steel mill and
enrolled in school.

INSIDE

it helps you generate options in
life." "When you have options to
pick from you don't have to settle

After graduating from PSC,
Blackburn enrolled in Governors
State University where he served
two terms as president of the Stu

for a job or career that you don't
like. How many people can say

dent Senate and also as a student
member of the Illinois Board of

that they look forward to going to
work every day like I do?" he
said.

Governors for state universities.
Blackburn was recipient of the
Keith Smith Scholarship and was
named the Dlinois Lincoln Academy
Student Laureate in 1983. He served
on numerous GSU committees
and in 1985 was selected as the
student speaker for GSU's gradua
tion ceremony. His speech consist
ed of a poem he wrote that
emphasized GSU as "the place to

.

p.3

p.4
Tribute to
p.5

p.6

.

As Assistant Director of Stu
dent Life, Blackburn's respon
sibilities are many. In addition to

Tuition increase unlikely
Springfield, Illinois - January

dations now go to the Governor

coordinating the Student Lead
ership Development Program and
all

and the General Assembly.
preciates the recognition of our

The BHE also recommended

a
$16.5 million hike in funding rec

needs by the BHE," said BOG

that public universities hold the

Chancellor Thomas D. Layzell.

line on tuition next year. The BOG

ommended by the Illinois Board

"Few would argue there are still

supports

of Higher Education (BHE) this

great unmet needs in all of higher

and has no plans to raise tuition at

week.

education in Illinois. The continu

Chicago State University, Eastern

recommendations,

ing problem underscores the need

Illinois

would provide the BOG with a

to make the income tax surcharge

State University, Northeastern Il

record level budget of $230,902,-

permanent next year."

linois University or Western Il

expressing

appreciation

BHE

for

"The Board of Governors ap

crease over last year.

the

recommendation

University,

Governors

linois University.

900 for FY1991 (FY91), an in
crease of $16.5 million, nearly

get from the BHE reflects the

The BHE proposed budget, if

eight percent over this year's

revenue from the second year of

approved, would provide the BOG

budget. The BOG received the

the two-year tax surcharge.

with $9.4 million for salary in

largest

percentage

increase

The recommended FY91 bud

The

BHE

recommendations

creases in FY91, enough for an

among the four public university

are approximately $25 million

average

six

percent

systems. The BHE recommen-

below what the BOG had request-

faculty and staff.

raise

for

student

media

programs

Blackburn also serves as staff

ed. The BOG requested a budget of
$256,275,900, a 19.6 percent in

4, 1990 - Educators in the Board
of Governors of State Colleges and
Universities System (BOG) are

The

Exams Explained

Blackburn holds a BA in Speech
Communication and a MA in
Education Administration and Su
pervision from GSU.He is presen
tly working on a doctoral dis
sertation in Adult and Extension
Education from Iowa State Uni
versity.

Michael Blackburn, Assistant Director of Student Life.

finish what you started."

Special Events

NEXT
DEADLINE
FEB. I

went on to say,"A good friend once
told me that one of the best things
about getting an education is that

speaker at the PSC graduation in
1981.

Career Designs

Dr. King

time wedding photographer to
help further his education, but his
favorite job is his new one here at
GSU. "I love whatldo."he said.He

He entered Prairie State College
where he was elected president of
the Student Government. Black
burn was also chosen to be the

(Continu ed on page 8)
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Long time administrator appointed to new position
UNIVERSITY PARK - A long

relations in 1975 and for five years

Council for the Advancement and

time Governors State University

in that post he also served as pro

Support of Education since 1974

administrator has been named as

fessor of cultural studies.

and of the Cook County Economic

the institution's first vice presi

His previous experience in

Development Advisory Council

dent of development and public

cludes three years as curriculum

since 1985. He also served as a

affairs.

planner and administrator at St.

director of both the South Subur

Ignatius

ban FOCUS Council and the South

Dr. William H. Dodd of Floss

College

Preparatory

moor, who has served as execu

School in Chicago, two years as

Suburban

tive

planner for the Illinois Consulta

Development

advancement since 1984, recent

tion on Ethnicity in Education

Council.

ly was appointed to the new posi

project of the American Jewish

Dr. Dodd received the doctor of

tion by President Leo Goodman

Committee, a summer as the

philosophy degree in American

director of the National Training

literature from the Union Grad

director

for

institutional

Malamuth II.

Regional

Economic

Coordinating

"Bill Dodd's dedication to the

Institute in Community Organiz

uate School of the Union Institute

public affairs mission of Gover

ing for the Midwest Region of the

of Cincinnati in 1989. He also

nors State University is surpassed

Society of Jesus (Jesuits}, and a

holds

only by his excellent credentials

year as professor of theology at

theology degree from Bellarmine

in the development field," Dr.

the Bellarmine School of Theol

School of Theology, and bachelor

Goodman-Malamuth

"It

ogy in Chicago. In the latter posi

of arts, master of arts and licen

truly is a tribute to him and to the

tion he also served as director of

tiate of philosophy degrees from

university itself that such a long

social planning for the midwest

Loyola University of Chicago. In

standing employee came to the

region of the Jesuits and as direc

addition, he has completed all

top of a national search to fill this

tor of field work at Bellarmine.

said.

coursework for the doctorate in

important post. I look forward to

Dr. Dodd is a director of the

his continued success by serving

Chamber of Commerce of the

the university at the vice pre

theology

Dr. Goodman-Malamuth said

from

Fordham

Uni

versity.
Dr. Dodd is author of "Toward a

Southern Suburbs and served as

Dr. William "Bilf' Dodd

sidential level."

the licentiate in sacred

chairperson of that group for the

Theology

1988 term He was the first rep

published in Theological Studies,
and

"A

of

the

Priesthood"

Theological

Weather

the new vice president will have

Office of University Relations,

executive officer of the Governors

resentative

direct responsibilities for all fund

both of which are components of

State University Foundation.

achieve such a leadership position

Report from the Mediating Left"

raising

the development and public af

that appeared in America mag

activities

and

govern

mental affairs of the university

fairs area

education

to

Dr. Dodd joined the staff at GSU

in the organization. He served as

in 1974 and served six months as

vice chairperson for economic

azine. His doctoral dissertation

development in 1987.

currently is under review for pos

and will continue to oversee the

Additionally, he said, Dr. Dodd

an educational fund raiser. He was

Office of Alumni Affairs and the

will continue in his role as chief

appointed director of university

Students become volunteers

sation or academic credit through

UNIVERSITY

PARK-Three

on: recruitment efforts, the value

Governors State

students par

of good volunteers, long-range

nonprofit, governmental and com

ticipated in the first "Leadership

planning efforts, recognition for

munity-based

organizations

or

programs and volunteer efforts,

schools.

work

be

the need to train student leaders,

designed to provide direct ex

in Volunteerism Experience ("LIVE
'89") conference on volunteerism

of

The

should

sible publication also.

He has been a member of the

GSU student elected to

(ICAADA) board of directors

at Illinois' colleges and univer

how the university can help in

perience with people of project

Gene Koster of DeMotte has

ICAADA which has statewide

sities. This program sponsored by

crease volunteerism, and the need

planning and should have the goal

been elected to the Indiana Coun

membership of more than 900, is

the lllinois Office of Voluntary Ac

to

of improving the quality of life for

selors Association on Alcohol and

Indiana's certification body for

tion, the University of lllinois and

among campuses

the community.

Drug Abuse (ICAADA) board of

alcohol and drug counselors. Kos

lllinois Bell Telephone, marked

volunteer programs.

directors. Koster's election to this

ter, CADAC is certified as both an

strengthen

communication
about

their

the beginning of a "Student Volun

The lllinois General Assembly

A Student Volunteer Corps task

teer Corps" action program on Il

approved a bill this past session

force must be inplace on each

linois'

that calls for developing a Student

campus by December, 1990. Task

Volunteer

on

force members will include not

every campus. Under the legisla

only students and advisors but

tion each college and university

also members of the faculty, local

college

and

university

campuses.
GSU participants were: John

Corps

program

O'Brien, Susan Tanner, and Kathy

undergraduate student will be en

Roe. These students are members

businesses,

couraged and expected to volun

of GSU's "Circle K Club," the

profit associations, social service

teer for at least 30

hours of

college affiliate of Kiwanis Inter

agencies and philanthropic groups.

community service each academic

national. They were accompanied

The task force will help strengthen

year.

and coordinate existing on-campus

by the club advisor, Kathy Czyz.

government,

alcohol and drug counselor by

first term

ICAADA

The legislature outlined com

and external community service

munity service as voluntary work

student leaders for discussions

opportunities and promote the

or work for some form of compen-

Student Volunteer Corps.

:J.ft

t

was first certified as an alcohol
counselor in 1976.

ter for Mental Health in Merrill-

Also Koster was elected to the
certification board of the state
association. The association pro
vides education and maintains
standards for professional service
for Indiana's alcohol and drug
treatment therapists.
Koster has been a member of
the
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Winter 1990 Stipend Award

high risk youth prevention and

Shirley Burnett

Soup

Phone orders gladly accepted

outpatient,

in Crown Point.

·

Arlene Rylander

!
i

t

�
!
:•

Fish Sandwich:
Shrimp Basket:
•

:

•
.
�
-.......................... � ................. .

tor of Business Operations. She
was nominated by Cathy Swatek

not in Arlene's job description, she
assisted about 500 students who
Office during registration making

supervisor.

"Above

all," she continued, "this was done
in the spirit of cooperation, seeing
an area where she could be of
assistance, she pitched right in."

. ..

.

.

.

. . Je111 Juorez
.. Louis Scl•lltz •
.. .. David HiU
. . Ron You111

. . OanAman
. Pegy Woodard •
. Rod Copalello
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Cathy considered Arlene to be a
"tremendous help" during this
very hectic period and wanted
Arlene to· know her cooperation
was appreciated.

•

�

the IN

I 00 PM

INNOVATOR telephone number 15 534-

extenslon 2140

Arlene Rylander

j

Letl<n 1o the edllor .-e weloomed and tftC.'OUI'II&ed
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The

flow more evenly." ArleJW was
friendly and courteous and able to

collections
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the "rush hour of student traffic

the

Columnost

•

needed to stop at the Collections

said

a

PRESS
COLUMB���:c
PRESS

IUJNOIS COLLEGE

•

fice. Cathy said that although it's

Collections,"

t
,
t
1

&0466

who supervises the collections of

through

.-;:::�E

!

the secretary for the Acting Direc

offer a smile even to the disgrun

GSU INNOVATOR

l
'

,

Month, Arlene Rylander. Arlene is

,
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• Assodlle Editor. . .. .. . .. ..
.. .. .... ...
PhotocrapiM!r .
Columnist.....
. . .. .
CMftrColumn . . . .... . .
• Counselors Column.. . . .

ber Civil Service Employee of the

tled students who had to detour

in tbe BOG program.

GSU,

te
i' employee of the month t
:
6

•

Ice

inpatient,

Note: Koster is a student at

Ed

education project at the Lake
County Juvenile Detention Center

I

small d$k with any
purchase with this ad.

FREE

the

Mental

center is located at 8555 Taft St.,
Merrillville. It's 24-hour telephone is
219-769-4005.

Koster

ville. He coordinates a special

Karla Pond Ernst

!

MON-FRI 10-8 SAT 11-8

Steak Sandwich
Hoagie Sandwich

Gene

Recipients

Congratulations to our Decem

10% teacher discount

of

for

alcohol or drug problems. The

RECOGNI110N

With Dinner

3643 ·Sauk Trail
Richton Park, IL
481-8899

staff

Center

provides

Thil Coupon Good For

Marvelous �:1arv's

professional

Southlake

consultations and evaluations for
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charter

Health for four years. The center
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£.
!

a

therapist with the Southlake Cen

,-N__

���mnt
'
FREE Margarita

96 East 24th Street
Chicago Heights

is

member of the organization. He
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Koster

Koster is an alcohol and drug

non
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Career
Designs
Effective,

professional,

almost always near the top of
that list.
Most professional careers and
environments, once one lands that
job, demand that one's transferr
able skills be utilized and further
tively.

Indeed,

working

pro

fessionals indicate that career

per

regarding the Writing Competen

suasive communication skHls are

cy Exam found in the pages of the

critical to the process of landing a

success (e.g.: promotion and ad
vancement) has as much to do
with one's transferrable skHls as
with one's technical proficiencies.
Thus, writing well and speaking

Innovator (and elsewhere aro11nd

job (not to mention keeping it).

GSU) in recent months, I thought

When asked for the numerous

important as one progresses along

fd add a few more column inches

reasons why decisions are made

the career path.

to the subject in the first issue of

not to hire, employers consistent

the paper for the new year and

ly rank ineffective communica

decade. The point I wish to make

tion skHls among the top three.

is a simple one: each of us is

ca

Indeed, job seekers who cannot

pable of becoming a more effec

write an impressive resume, or a

tive communicator, and the more

cover letter that elicits interest, or

effective we become, the more

who cannot interact well orally in

successful we'll be.

an interview, are those candidates
who do not get the job offer.

effectively become all the more

If you are truly serious about
your professional development as
a student, you'll recognize the en
tirely valid

rationales for en

deavoring to improve your com
munication skHls as best you can
(as well as the institution's re
sponsibility to you to try to make

that happen!). If English 381 is an

In my work in Career Services, I

Certainly employets look for

have the opportunity to meet with

candidates who meet the techni

an absolutely essential, core re

many students who have com

cal qualifications for any position

quirement for your career de

pleted or are near the completion

opening (e.g.:

velopment.

of a degree program, most having

COBOL for a programming posi

high expectations for life and ca

tion in a business environment;

reer after GSU. It has been my ob

state certification for a public

opinion

programming in

:

�Fifty-Six GSU students !
i elected to Who's Who i
•
•

•
•

developed routinely and substan

by Dan Amari

Given the amount of hoopla

tion skills, as I said earlier, are

PMe3

1
.

inevitability for you, think of it as

Or, if you happen to be of the
that

you

write

well

servation,

unfortunately,

that

school teacher). But in the vast

enough without being required to

altogether

too many of these

number of search processes, can

take the course, think of it as an

students do not possess the cal

didates who have the requisite

advanced seminar giving you the

ibre of communication skHls they

technical skills are plentiful. Con

opportunity

could (read should). These poor

sequently, employers are moti

already superior command of the

souls just won't be able to compete

vated to identify in that pool of

writing process (and understand

out there in the world of work as

technically qualified candidates

and appreciate that fve taken

"to

finesse"

your

well as those who have bothered to

those who demonstrate a wide

poetic license in transforming a

take seriously the development of

variety of well developed trans

perfectly respectable noun into a

their writing and speaking skills.

ferrable skills. And communica-

highly improper verb!).

•
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY

•
•
•

:
:

Laura Peterson
Paul Pfingsten

PARK-"Who's

! Who Among Students in American
! Universities and Colleges" has

•
•
•

Paula Porzuczek

: selected 56 Governors State Urn• versity students for inclusion in
: its 1990 edition. The students were
: selected by GSU's college deans
and program advisors based on
:• their
scholarship ability, par: ticipation, leadership in academics,
: extracurricular activities, citizenship, service to GSU or their par:• ticular
program, and their potential
: for future achievement. Honored
: students are:
: College of Health Professions

Robert Ryan
Myron Shwaga

-

!

•

Donna Underwood
College

of

Arts

and

Science

(CAS)
Raymond Babusis
Virginia Faber
Rosetta Gibson
Gordon Hanson
Patti LaMantia
Walter McNeal
Shirley Miles
Donald Nugent
Jean Shapkanski
Lynn West

• (CHP)
Dorene Albright

!

: GaH Alkovich
: Nanette Batnick
• Diana Bartolomei
: Lauri Cuti
: Donna Flinkow
: Nancy Horras

College of Education (COE)
Deborah Bona
Joyce Barrett
Carolyn Cooney
David Kleist
Marjorie Meekins
Michele Nevell

• Elizabeth Pfommer
Jodie Zahara

!

: Angela Zarna
• College of Business and
: Administration (CBPA)
: Patricia Chesla
: Scott Creswill
: Robert Drescher

Roxana Norvais
Linda Robinson
Susan Wagner

Public

Board of Governors (BOG)
Rick Meli
Diane Sidebotham
0

: ��:n� �

�� � �=�o

• Kristin Keuch

Office of Student Life (OSL)

!

Daisy Hoover
v

e

rka

:
: Barbara Koval

rac

Susan Mecca

Michael Hanz

Robin Barclay

David Leonhardt

•

:
:•
!

:•

•
•

!

:
•
:
:
:•

•
•

:
:

•
..

•

:
:
:
•

Kenneth Pilota

0

:•

!

i
!
•

:
:

t.��•••••••••••••••����;� ************j
··················�···
OF CAREER SERVI rns:
:0FF1CE
-trRoom Bll09
f{opposite the Theatre Box Office):
!extension 2163
:
�ffice Hours:
:
.a:30 am - 5 pm Mon. - Fri.
tE;vening Hours by Appointment :
:Oan Amari. Director
:
:Donna Viramontes, Assistant
Kolle en· Getridge. Studen :
!
:Assistant
•••••••
-tr

-tr

-tr

-tr

••••••••••••••

•

SOME FRIENDS
YOU CAN COUNT ON

Part-nme Jobs
Start 1990 off right ... pay your
bills and settle your accounts with
the extra cash you earn working
part-time at The Signature Group.

As a leader in the direct response

increases in 6 weeks, 13 weeks,
6 months, one year and each 6
months thereafter! \\brk additional
hours per week and reach your
salary increases faster, based on
the amount of hours worked.
\\e'U teach you valuable new skills
and provide these benefits:
Slarting salary weD above
minimum wage

marketing industry, we need your
articulate telephone manners and
excellent reading skills to market
our insurance and consumer clubs
to an established customer base.
NO COLD CALLING!!

•

\\brk your regular part-time
shift 07-22 hours) and receive

•

A variety of shifts available

•

Credit Union

•
•
•

•

l11L

SIGNATURE

GDUF

An Affiliate of Montgomery w..rd

Company-paid computer training

Paid vacations and holidays
Generous Montgomery Ward
discount

Opportunity to move into
management

Call 708·389·9200
\\eekdays 10:30 AM to 6:00PM
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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BPA Symposium to be presented
The first meeting of an annual

tatives of both the private and

BPA research symposium series
will be held on Friday, February 2,
1990 from 7 p.m. until 9:30 p.m. in

his/her presentation, and will con

public sectors, chose three pre
senters for the February 2nd
meeting. They are: Mary Howes "Implementing Salary Adminis
tration Systems", Akkanad Isaac "Executive Support Systems,
Concepts, Technology and Pro
ducts", and Carl Stover- "The New

clude with a 15 minute question
and answer session.

Engbretson Hall. The goal of the
series is to advance research in
the college and to help encourage
an atmosphere of intellectual
vigor. The professors chosen to
participate in the symposium will
be recognized for their contribu
tion to enhancing the reputation of
the college as a community of

Federalism of the Burger-Rehn
quist Court: Six Tactics in Search
of a Strategy." Each of the faculty
members will make a 15 minute

scholars.

presentation on ongoing research
interests. Each will present to the

A blind review selection com
mittee, consisting of represen-

audience a five to ten page
abstract (or entire paper) prior to

Rick
Copalello

The symposium is open to GSU
faculty, staff and students as well
as the general public at no charge;
a wine and cheese reception will
follow the presentations. The for
mal papers will be available in a

Post-holiday musings
and resolutions

new college publication titled
"Working Papers/Reports - College
of Business and Public Admini
stration."

By the time you read this column we all will have made it through
another holiday season. Another year will have passed as well as

For further information call:
Beverly Goldberg X2267 or Paul
Green X2255.

another decade. And let us not forget that we have made it through
another one of Elvis' birthdays. (Note: Everyone who writes a column
MUST mention Elvis at least once a year in order to meet the ethics
code of national columnists). The 'King' would have been 55.
Now that our minds aren't quite as cluttered with Nintendo games,
one can't help but wonder whatever happened to Atari systems? Let's
hope some entrepreneur markets an adaptor for all of the Atari car
tridges, so that they can be used on Nintendo. (Why didn't I think
of that?)
So much for that. Let's focus our attention on the New Year. Prob
ably many have already stopped trying to lose weight or have given
up on regular exercise, putting this year's resolutions out to pasture.
For those who could not think of any resolutions, it's not too late to
consider one or more of these. Resolve to:
* Buy a parking permit for the winter trimester at GSU.
* Actually put the decal on your windshield.
* Try to avoid ever using the pay phones at Governors State, es
pecially if you are a Type "A" personality.
* Bring that book back to the library that embarrasses you because
of the Hawaiian Punch you spilled on it.
* Not have an opinion on any campus related issues, lest they de
tract from your 4.0 GPA.
* Get a 4.0 GPA.
* Only eat the junk food that you truly believe is good for you. (Ex.
Microwave popcorn).
* Read 6 books all the way to the end- no matter how boring they are.
(However, the following books do not count: The Biography of Moe
Howard, Vanna Speaks- Part I or Vanna Speaks Some More, The
New American Dictionary of First Names, any books on fossils or

Tommy Dascenzo, Director of Student Life presents the Ping-Pong
trophy to Simon Papalthingal for winning the tournament.

sea shells, Andrew Johnson's life story).
* Dress hip for school at all times, no matter how late it makes you

Counselor's
Colllrrill

for class.
* Submit a drawing to GSU officials for your idea for a sculpture to
be exhibited on the campus grounds.
* Write a letter to the company that makes your cigarettes and tell
them how much you really enjoy their brand of smokes. You may

by Peggy G. Woodard

•

As a counselor in the Office of

more than a cumulative 20 hours

examinations, come to the Of

Student Development, one of

at GSU until they meet the test

fice of student Development in

my assigned duties is to answer

ing requirement.
If you are in the first (no at

University Writing and Basic

tempt) group, you have only one

Mathematics Testing Policy. I

option in order to register-you

ance.
The

Center

for

must attempt both the math and

Assistance, housed within the

writing exams during your first

Office of Student Development,

ment

I administer this

trimester of enrollment as an

offers

policy with regard to students

undergraduate degree seeking

c o m p u ter-assisted

placed on registration "hold."

student in order to register for a

assistance to help you pass the

second trimester.

exams.

individual,

group

There are no exceptions to

degree seeking student, you are

this policy which will allow you

The easiest way to meet this

required to complete the univer

to register. What this means to a

requirement is to take a positive

sity proficiency tests in math

student who has not attempted

approach, ask for assistance if

and writing. In this article, I

the exams is that he/she must

needed and complete the re

would like to specifically ad

attempt the tests on 1/27/90 or 2/

quirement. If you have ques

dress the issue of registration

24/90 in order to advance regis

tions or concerns regarding the

holds.

ter

testing policy or need assistance

Students will be placed on
"hold"

and

precluded

from

Spring/Summer

in completing this requirement,

1990 Trimester.
If you are a "no attempt" and

contact the Student Develop

registration if the testing re

are unable to take these exams

quirement is not met. If you

on one of these dates, you may

need to attempt or pass the writ

attempt the tests on April 24 or

matics Testing Policy - Burton

ing or math exams prior to your

25, 1990, and go through the open

A. Collins, Associate Dean for

next registration, these exams

registration

Student Development.

are

These are your only options if

scheduled

for

Saturday,

on

those

dates.

January 27 and February 24,

you plan to continue as an under

1990.

graduate degree seeking stu

When I think of problems that
students often encounter during

Basic

Mathe

Math Skills - Pam Zener,
Math Counselor.
Writing Skills - David Gilman,
Writing Counselor

dent at GSU.
If you

and

are in the

second

Test anxiety, concentration

registration, one of the first

category of testing holds and

difficulty, or other test taking

thoughts that comes to my mind

have failed one or both of these

difficulties - Judith Hinga, Out

is testing holds.

exams, merely repeating the

reach

exam(s)

Woodward, Outreach Counselor.

There are two types of testing
holds: "No Attempt" holds and
"20 hour limit" holds.

will

not

meet

the

requirement.
In order to register for more

Counselor

or

,-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·�
columnist.

Peggy

If you have other concerns or
issues that are prohibiting your

The first type applies to those

than 20 cumulative credit hours

academic success, it may be

students who have enrolled in

at GSU, you must pass the uni

helpful to discuss these with a

classes for one trimester, have

versity required examinations

counselor in the Office of Stu

never attempted both the math

in math and writing or the

dent Development. Judy Hinga

and writing exams and cannot

equivalent GSU courses. The

or Peggy Woodward are both

register until they attempt these

equivalent courses are English

available to assist you. Contact

tests.

381 and Math 310.

them in B1400 or (708) 534-5000,
extensions 2281 or 2142 to make

The second type applies to

If you are concerned about

those students who have at

your skills in math or writing, if

tempted both exams, have not

you have not had algebra or writ

All counseling sessions are

passed one or both exams, and

ten an essay for several years, or

confidential and available at no

an appointment.

cost to GSU students.
are not eligible to register for
if you are concerned about the
�------�

I.f
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t
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BLACK IDSTORY CELEBRATION

•

•

ment Staff listed below:
Writing

that encounter you had twelve years ago.
* Introduce yourself to the President of Governors State.
* Resolve not to use any resolutions proposed by a newspaper

and

tutorial

If you are an undergraduate

the

by Vanna White.
* Call the Center for UFO Studies in Evanston and tell them about

Learning

assist students who are having

for

people are looking at you.
Don't bust out laughing while reading a book in the library.
* Not to laugh while reading one of the books you resolved not to read

•

tension 2413 or 2142 for assist

difficulty meeting this require
and

* Always wear your glasses or contacts because you are currently
holding this newspaper about five inches away from your face and

B1400 or call (708) 534-5000, ex

students' questions about the

sarcastically cough here. (Thought fd give "quit smoking" a
new twist).
Always be on time for class no matter how hip you feel.

Dr. Clarence Shelly
"Why Celebrate Black History Month?"
12:30 P.M.

Thursday, February 1
Engbretson Hall

•

t

t

Pin Points Theatre
production of
"1001 BLACK INVENTIONS"
A humorous dramatization of the
contributions of Black Americans.

•

Ie

tJ

I
!

I.

12:30 P.M.

Thursday, February 8
GSU Theatre
For information of any of the activities listed
Call the Office of Student Life

.
,
t
.
,
,
1
•

.

•

534-5000 X 2123 - 2124

Work Session

A WORK SESSION REGARDING BLACK EDUCATION IN THE YEAR 2000 AND
BEYOND HAS BEEN SCHEDULED FOR 10 A.M. SAruROAY, JAN. 20, AT HARVEY

CITY HALL,

15320 BROADWAY

EDUCATORS, PARENTS, SOUTH SUBURBAN COLLEGES, BLACK CAUCUS,

MINISTRATORS

AND CONCERNED

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT. EDUCATIONAL

WILL

BE

THE

AD

CITIZENS ARE ASKED TO ATI'END.

PROGRAMS, AND

WORKSHOPS

MAIN FOCUS OF THE MEETING.

ADDITIONAL RESEARCH REGARDING ALTERNATIVES TO

THE

PRESENT

EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM AS IT RELATES TO OTHER SCHOOL DISTRICTS WILL BE

CONDUCTED BY COMMI'ITEE MEMBERS.

i,::.9-4200

·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·t

FOR MORE INFORMATION,PLEASE CONTACTMAYOR DAVIDJOHNSON AT(708)
or BEATRICE SLAY AT (708) 596-2000

X24l.
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IN CELEBRATION OF A DREAM
DR. MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
1929- 1968
In honor of the birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr., We, The Black Student Association, join in the celebration
of his dream. A dreamthat fills our lives with pride, purpose and promises for the future. Through his vision, we

see the possibility of that dream fulfilled. The dream of a land of opportunity based on freedom and
equality for all.
The Black Student Association share the dream and support the goals of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and con
tinue to work to make his dream a reality.
AD editorial from BSA (Black Student Association)
Eric Harwel� President
Shirley Burnett, Vice President
Carmen Wheatley, Secretary
George Hayden, Treasurer
Wanda Rodgers, Public Relations

"I H ave a D re a m
"I say to you today, my friends, even though

'1 have a dream today that one day every

we face the difficulties of today and tomorrow,

valley shall be exalted, every hill and mountain
shall be made low, the rough places will be

I still have a dream. It is a dream deeply rooted

made plain and the crooked places will be

in the American dream. I have a dream that one
day this nation will rise up and live out the true

made straight, and the glory of the Lord shall

meaning of its creed: 'We hold these truths to

be

revealed,

and

all

flesh

shall

see

it

together.

be self-evident that all men are created

"This is our hope. This is the faith that I go

equal.'

back to the South with. With this faith we will be

"I have a dream that one day on the red hills
of Georgia the sons of former slaves and the

able to transform the jangling discords of our

sons of former slave-owners, will be able to sit

nation into a beautiful symphony of brother
hood. With this faith we will be able to work

down together at the table of brotherhood.

together, to pray together, to struggle together,

"I have a dream that one day even the state of

to go to jail together, to stand up for freedom

Mississippi, a state sweltering with the heat of

together, knowing that we will be free one

injustice, sweltering with the heat of oppres

day.

sion, will be transformed into a oasis of

"This will be the day when all of God's

freedom and justice. I have a dream that my
four children will one day live in a nation where

children

they will not be judged by the color of their skin

meaning:

here

Dr. Martin Luther King made his famous "I
have a dream speech at the Lincoln Memorial

white girls as sisters and brothers.

during the March on August

"I have a dream today.

· Luther King
tn· bute to M art1n
On January 15th, we cele

the civilized soul for centuries.

brated the life, and mourned

There is a terrible enemy
abroad in our land. It threatens

On January 3, I came home

the loss of Martin Luther King.

from work, and turned on the

I want to acknowledge the

our future as a nation of jus

television to see a Klu Klux

greatness of this man. I want to

tice, and our future as free men

Klan demonstration in Atlan

pay tribute to him for making

and women. By his example,

ta. The violent hatred offended

some of us realize the terrible

and by his sacrifice Martin

me. Racism is still alive in

truth that prevades the ig

Luther King has shown us the

America. It prevades our cul

norant and hateful side of the

path we must travel to secure

ture

that

human spirit. I want to pay

the true meaning of the beauti
ful words liberty, justice, and

l i ke

a

cancer

threatens to destroy every

tribute to him for showing us

thing we want to believe in.

that there is a better way, a just

freedom. He has taught me

The

path, and a higher road for the

that we are all enslaved as long

fact

that

these

bigots

believe their poison chills the

human species. I want to thank

as one is enslaved. He has

soul of all civilized men and

Martin Luther King for teach

taught me that we are all in

women.

ing us that real Americans can

danger as long as one is in

"OVER COME" their fear, vis

danger. He has taught me of

again on the rise in America It

cious animal nature, and ig

the terrible waste and decay

is a terrible shame that turns

norant mistrust.

Racism

and

bigotry

are

the beautiful myth of liberty

His

society if we do not take com

and justice for all into a cor

mistrust to compassion for all

All men are created

mand of our emotional animal

people is a magnificent exam

nature, and become a nation of

Jews,

ple for us to follow. It is the

civilized human beings.

Chicanos, Catholics, Indians,

higher road. It is a demon

equal

except

Blacks,

Italians, Poles, and the Irish?

stration

Is this what our founding

Americans have to stand up to

fathers

racists and bigots in behalf of

intended,

or

were

some of them attempting to

the

point us in a better, more civi

beings.

of

rights

the

of

duty

all

human

lized direction than they were

Martin Luther King had a

able to take themselves? Was

dream. It was a dream that all

Jefferson attempting to point

people could live together in

us in the direction of a higher

respect and harmony. It was a

road, a road less traveled in

dream that cost him his life,

the history of man, when he

but it rekindled a dormant

wrote

spark of compassion and un

the

"Declaration

Independence?"

of

derstanding that has resided in

Martin Luther King, Jr.

He marched on Washington, D.C.
And many other big cities
He preached throughout this country
That a prejudice person should be
pitied.
He wasn't afraid to fight for freedom
Because be knew that it was right.
He wasn't afraid when be went to jail
And be went without a fight.
Whenever injustice was practiced
Dr. King wanted to give a helping

band

To destroy those walls of sickness
In every part of our land.
Riding a segregated bus
Was just one evil be helped to defeat
There were many others like schools
and jobs
And never once did be retreat.
He was a fair and bone!>'t man
He didn't only fight for his race

that

Martin
He made the greatest sacrifice
while battling bigotry,
For with his life, He paid the price so
mankind could be free,
The obstacles that formed his
plight, be fought to overcome,
With all his heart, He vowed to fight
for all, not just some.
Though insurmountable the odds,
with inner strength He tried,
For, in his mind the will was God's,

28, 1963.

Remem bering

When Dr. Martin Luther King
Was alive and on the scene
He fought injustice and prejudice
With every good and honest means.

which will truly destroy our

metamorphosis

from

rupt lie.

new

Let Freedom ring.'

be able to join hands with little white boys and

by Ron Young

with

From every mountain-side

in

Alabama, little black boys and black girls will

A

sing

Land of the pilgrims pride,

his lips dripping with the words of interposition
right

to

Land where my fathers died,

with its vicious racists with its governor having
day

able

Of thee I sing;

"I have a dream that one day in Alabama

nullification-one

be

Sweet land of liberty,

dream today.

and

will

'My country 'tis of thee,

but by the content of their character. I have a

•

''

Luther

King,

and right gave way to the might
inside,
He felt the sting of many blows,
quite often be was jailed,
But, time and time again be rose to
show he hadn't failed!
The fire within him always raged to
break the shackling chains,
And fiercely was the struggle waged
in hopes of grasping gains,
Bold Martin Luther King held high

But be fought injustice for everyone
Because be thought it was a disgrace.

He spoke against the war in Vietnam
He spoke against poverty for all
He spoke against poor housing for
the elderly
It was like robbing Peter to pay
Paul.
He preached in Churches, Snyagogues,
and Temples
In many parts of the world
Not to bate but to love everybody
And to do justice for every woman,
man, boy and girl.
But jealousy and hatred continued to
flourish
In the heart of many men
And it was shortly after King's con
tribution to humanity
That his life was soon to end.

Submitted by:
Rev. Morris Gordon
Pastor of Parkway Garden
Christian Church
6600 S. King Drive

Jr.
the rights be sought to win,
He preached its wrong to judge one
by the color of his skin!
The specter looms, disturbingly,
that anyone's fair game,
As long as one remains not free, it
threatens all-the same,
A great man died for liberty, in
tribute may we pause-Are we so blind
as not to see humanity-his cause?
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Professors develop community counseling

GSU

UNIVERSITY PARK - Realiz

ing the need for counselors to

human services field.

Michael Lewis said they first

reach beyond the individual and

coined the term community coun

nors State University professors

(programs) around the country we

proach to counseling.

ing in some form in the most ef

into the community, two Gover

have developed a multifaceted ap
This

new

approach,

called

"community counseling," focuses
on prevention and uses a com
bination of direct services and en

vironmental interventions to help

reach people before the onset of
problems.

Counseling," Dr. Judith A. Lewis,
professor of alcoholism science,

and Dr. Michael D. Lewis, pro

back ... a revolving door effect,"

based youth-serving organization

counseling is a combination of

fective

tempting

model

agencies.

in

developed
seling."'

We

textbook

put

style

'community

this
and

coun

The authors' methods differ in

several ways from other methods,

goals and think about a variety of

only provides help for those ex

members live more effectively

goals," Judith Lewis said. "The

vides youth with ways to feel

frequently faced by those who use

the human service profession is

munity, they said.

Their work bas a major em

to helping is more efficient than a

to

help

community

and prevent the problems most
the services.

agencies need to work on prevent

treating

the

clients' problems without getting

to the social root causes of these

people

working

in community

single-service

added.

approach,"

she

Their four-step approach iden

munity counseling: direct com

their clients in the role of patients

volves not only working directly

community services such as in

lessness. Clients need to learn

directly with the environment.

These agencies are also putting

which emphasizes their power

Community

counseling

in

with clients but also working in

"model" thinking, the method of

said. "If you only treat the person

helpful to anyone working in the

knowing a multifaceted approach

tive education, direct client ser

make that environment more con

text. However, the book is also

important thing for the person in

about," Judith Lewis explained.

Michael Lewis said these agen

authored by the professors, is

innovative ways to reach those

munity services such as preven

rather than dealing with them

primarily designed for use as a

fourth

fessional "needs to think about

after their problems have come

"We feel you should work on the

the

service

tifies four distinct "facets" to com

ways they can feel more power

book,

h u ma n

ing the problems their clients face

co

This

The

over their lives, she added.

cies spend too much time on

offering a host of comprehensive

direct and indirect services, at

ing with their clients in a more
way,

Michael Lewis added.

Aunt Martha's is a community

programs for young people and

phasis on prevention. "We think

traditional

same environment, he will come

pro

The professors' approach to

according to Judith Lewis. She

proach to community counseling

the most successful agencies.

should be more attuned to well

found the model we were develop

problems.

and explain the programs used in

ter in Park Forest.

ness than illness.

fessor of psychology and counsel

ing, outline their four-step ap

and release him back into the

seling in 1977. "As we researched

said some agencies are still work

In their new book, "Community

fiXing something after it is broken.

To be truly successful, counselors

community and its institutions to
ducive to growth," Judith Lewis

their families. Aunt Martha's not
periencing problems but also pro

useful and needed in the com

Aunt

Martha's

strongly

throughout all levels of the agen
cy's operations - service deliv

ery, program planning and policy

making. The professors said the
agency's combination

of com

munity and youth participation

vices such as outreach, indirect

guarantees its programs are

fluencing public policy and in

people and communities.

direct client services
advocacy.

such as

The authors found one of the

ad

vocates community participation

re

sponsive to the needs of young
"Agencies like Aunt Martha's

recognize the importance of com
bining

direct

services

to

in

best programs exemplifying this

dividuals in need with indirect

Aunt Martha's Youth Service Cen-

policy," the professors said.

community counseling model at

methods that

focus on

public

Scientists probe genetic link to ALS
The Muscular Dystrophy Asso
ciation (MDA) has begun an inter

national research effort to uncover a
suspected genetic cause for cases
of the fatal neuromuscular disor
der amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

(ALS) in families with a prior his-

Library
provides
modem
access

The announcement came from

Robert Ross, MDA Vice President
and

Executive

Director,

ten

ALS

the patient's family has developed

the disease."
Ross added that "discovering

The telephone numbers that

708 534-7024 and 708 534-0555.

Information regarding the com

mands to be used once you are
connected is available at the li

Reference/Information

Desk. Also available is a brochure

which l ists telephone numbers
throughout the state which pro

vide access to lLLINET Online at

the various campuses.

Mingus, entertainer Dennis Day,

laboration

African country.

ported

between

genetics

MDA-sup

investigators

from a number of major research
institution. The researchers are

sharing genetic material from

ALS

families and information on

cure for this devastating dis-

have begun analysis of the genetic

The initiative is the latest step

provide access to our catalog are:

stories of a newly-identified in

those families.

in MDA's multifaceted research

catalog by dial access.

health organization in the world.

standing of all ALS cases and

ease."

search GSU's online computer

the lives of composer Dmitri

ALS

The effort involves close col

would advance our search for a

or your home, it is possible to

Institute of Neurology in Tunis,

provides more support for

cases, someone else in

would greatly deepen our under

modem either in your office and/

great Lou Gehrig, who died of the

commonly

research than any other voluntary

underlie these 'familiar' cases

As a reminder to those of you

working closely with MDA-sup

ALS,

assault against

called Lou Gehrig's disease. MDA

who

states that "in as many as one of

the gene or genes we believe may

who have a microcomputer with a

brary's

tory o f the disease.

Several of the

investigators

material in search of clues to the

location of a possible
In addition,

ALS

gene.

researchers are

Harr
Governors State University's

official

writing

counselor

told

UNIVERSITY PARK - Adjunct

Professor John Raiche recognizes

some very special attributes in his

versity's

writing

Uni

competency

exam are not reading the ques
tions

carefu l ly,

sponding
cisely.

and

effectively

not

or

re

pre

David Gilman, who conducts

Educational

(ETS)

Testing

Service

in Princeton. But he says

"students' main problem" is their
failure to read and think the ques

tion

through

answering.

carefully

before

Speaking before an informal

press conference, Gilman said the

wasting. It generally strikes be

tween the ages of 35 and 65. The
disorder causes death by weaken

and

most

49er quarterback and MDA Vice
President Bob Waters.

MDA supports research world

exploring several possible causes
of ALS and evaluating experimen

tal treatments for the disorder. To

ing vital respiratory muscles. The

foster multidisciplinary study of

there is not, at this time, a cure or

tablished five ALS research cen

cause of ALS is not yet known, and

specific treatment.

In addition to yankee baseball

the disease, MDA in

1987 es

ters

medical

at

major

institutions.

U.S.

the same for them.

to enroll in college classes.

Raiche is very familiar with the

rigors of weekend classes. He was

is

"The accounting course I teach
a

little

intense,

but

these

sequence

of

courses

Friday evenings and

mornings

offered

Saturday

and afternoons, students

College is " ... the opportunity that

older students who are decided on

tory classes helped him prepare

you would see these people at

their determination, they're will

tant's (CPA) exam.

Weekend College program."

normal

dergraduates," he said "They're

what they want to do." Because of
ing to travel greater distances to

a student in GSU's weekend Pro
fessional Series

in Accounting

a trimester - one during the week
three trimesters. The prepara

for the certified public accoun
"It was a lot of work,"

he

get to GSU and they're willing to

remembers, but because be was

evenings and Saturday mornings

His students are finding it to be

give up leisure time on Friday

motivated the year went quickly.

pass rate for the exam bad been

vides various hand-outs, and that

but has been declining over the

grades each one, using the same

about 50 percent a few years ago,
past three years; the pass rate for
the examination administered on

Asked if this was, in his opinion, a
percentage,

Gil

man said he had "no opinion."

Gilman noted that he is not a

policy

maker

concerning

the

exam in regards to some other

questions about the exam and the
course which is required of under

On the other hand, Gilman said

at least partially designed by the

progressive muscle weakness and

Niven,

and two on the weekend - for

than

noted that the questions on the
between two questions) have been

attacks the motor nerve

David

recently former San Francisco

un-

"These people are more moti

vated

graduates who are unable to pass

essay exam (a student can choose

ALS

cells controlling muscles, causing

actor

ogy and the Board of Governors

workshops to help students pre
pare for the writing examination,

herited form of ALS in that North

Shostakovich, jazz musician Charles

said.

program.

"satisfactory"

th�

conducting

program enrolled in three classes

State University's Weekend College

students

with

are

has claimed

can earn bachelor's degrees in

Oct. 14 was just over 30 percent.

have

who

ALS

students are there to learn and

students enrolled in Governors

journalism students recently that

the two most common problems

Tunisia,

disease in 1941,

Weekend college students "More Motivated"

Counselor explai ns com petency exam
by Cathleen Cappelletti, Sharon

ported investigators at the National

the exam.

that the workshops can help a stu

dent prepare for the exam, and to
pass it. "A student has a 25 to 30
percent better chance of passing if
he takes the workshop," he said.

wasn't there before. I don't think

degree program

To be admitted, students mlist

have a minimum of 60 credit

hours in college work from an ac

Governors State if there wasn't a

credite college or university. For

The Weekend College program

progr._ n at Governors State Uni

is another option for earning a

bachelor's degree from Gover

nors State University. Through its

detail� Jn the Weekend College

versity call Dr. Dominic Can

deloro at

2320.

criteria as used in grading the ac

tual test, so that students have a

chance to see what they are doing
right or wrong. Gilman himself is
also

one

of

the

actual

test

"readers" and he is available to

meet with students after the test

to discuss their essays and the test
results.
Gilman added that he generally

suggests that students "keep it

short and simple," although be

also said he reminds them of "the

difference between simple and
simple-mindedness."

Gilman received his B.A. from

Roosevelt University and his M.A.
from

Governors State.

Before

coming to GSU as the writing

the workshops consists of two

taught English courses at Moraine

Gilman explained that he pro-

ty Colleges.

sessions, each meeting two hours.

Raiche says GSU's Weekend'

business administration, psychol

he gives a sample essay test, and

The workshops are conducted

two weeks prior to each testing;

they're working bard at it," Raiche

counselor three years ago, Gilman
Valley and Malcolm X Communi

ABORTIONS
COUNSELI N G
PREGNAN CY TESTS
BIRTH CONTROL
t;M!!t:JtM:•I S:�fL,icenslld St.tf
Z..b Of) Prtll'nisa

2 1 9 769··3500

(708)

534-5000, extension

INNOVATOR

Jan uary 1990

P e7

GSU Graduate conducts
research at Iowa City

Cl�sified

UNIVERSITY PARK - Hospi

this study suggest that employees'

tal employees who do a variety of

job satisfaction is affected by

tasks, enjoy their work, believe

repetitive and unchallenging tasks,

their employer is fair and allows

work involvement and likes and

for opportunities, and see their

dislikes of the job, and oppor

work as an important part of their

tunities the job offers."

lives have greater job satisfaction,

Dr. A gho's suggestions to hospi

according to a study by Dr. A ugus

tal administrators include explor

tine A gho.

ing avenues to make employees'

Dr. A gho, a graduate of G over

tasks less repetitive and more in

nors State University's health ad

teresting; ensure that decisions

ministration program, cond ucted

regarding hiring, promotion and

research at the Iowa C ity Veterans

demotion are based strictly on

Administration Medical Center

performance,

and compared the findings with

policies be practiced at all levels

collected

previously

responses

and

that

such

of the organization; and that the

from employees at five acute care

basis

hospitals in the D enver area. H is

municated

findings, published as his disser

whenever possible.

decisions

for

the

to

is

com

employees

tation, in some ways contradict

Dr. A gho, now an assistant pro

job

fessor of health administration at

previ o u s

beliefs

about

Dr. Augustine Agbo

satisfaction.

Sangamon State University

"H istorically, researchers have

in

Springfield , Ill., received a mas

primarily examined the effects of

pervisors, have reasonable work

ter's degree from Governors State

job

loads, have opportunity for up

in 1985. His doctorate is from the

ward mobility, have a helpful su

University of Iowa.

on

factors

organizational

satisfaction," Dr. A gho said.
"Previous

studies

pervisor, and know how their work

This is the second major study

employees' job

is related to the overall organ

Dr. A gho has prepared. While a

empirical

suggested that

satisfaction would be high if they
have

freedom

to

make

work

related decisions, know what is
expected of them, receive no con
flicting demands from their su-

(708) 534-5000 X21 40
Help Wanted

�----National Marketing Firm seeks

or student organization needed to

campus promotions for top com

promote our Spring Break trips.

panies this school year. Flexible

Earn money, free trips and valu

hours with earnings potential to

able experience. APPLY NOW!

$2,500 per semester. Must be

Call:

money motivated. Call: Beverly or
Myra at (800) 592-2121.

Looking for a fraternity, sorority
or student organization that would
like to make $500-$1,000 for a one
week on-campus marketing proj
hardworking.

Following
Available

MANAGING

"'@"
i!r
-jr
i!r
�

Positions

EDITOR

ADVERTISING/OFFICE MANAGER
INTERESTED?
IIIK E BLACKBURN JN ,.HE
OF STUDEN,. LIFE.

locations, flexible hours and com
plete training. Average sales rep
resentative now earns $ 1 1.00/hr.

WANTED:

HELP

position - experienced recep
tionist, secretary, word-process
information

Typing Services

Temporary

call:

please

PROFESSIONAL TYPING - Rea
sonable rates, fast, accurate reports,

papers,

term

mailing

lists, letters, resumes, etc. Call:
Lottie

(708) 755-8367

(708) 755-8367

Medical C enter in C hicago.

"INNOVATOR"

Has The

have a neat appearance, own
transportation; we provide store

(708) 799-6556

South Suburban Temporaries

(my) study," he noted. Results of

CHICAGO TRIBUNE and taking
new home delivery orders. If you

For interview call: Joe Chlopeci

patient satisfaction with emer

THE ST'UDEN'l' NEWSPAPER

+ SEE

Beverly or

gency room services at Mt. Sinai

:
REPORTERS
t
� PHOTOGRAPHERS
�
f FEATURE W R I T E R S 1:
f� G R A P H I C A R T I S T S t
�

Call:

variables

these

t�
HELP
:
�
t• W A N T E D :-®The

and

organized

Myra at (800) 592-2121.

.Jobs In Alaska

����������������� �
-'@"
•

Jil,.
�
�
Jj.
�

be

Must

ect.

were not found to be significant in

"However,

SHOPPING CENTER SALES Part time positions are now avail

ing, lotus 1-2-3 will be helpful. For

Dr.

1-800-327-6013

able for passing out samples of the

more

process,"

programs:

Inter-Campus

and

hardworking

organized,

graduate student at GSU he con

work

SPRING BREAK 1990 - Individual

mature student to manage on

ducted a comprehensive study on

izational

Agho explained.

--------�

�
��
�

OFFICE

�
�
� �� � � � � � � � � � � �����

BUSINESSFORT

HIRING Men - Women • Summerl
Year Round. CANNERIES, FISHING,

LOGGING, TOURISM, CONSTRUCTION
up to $600 weekly, plus FREE room
and board. CALL NOW! call refundable.
1 -206-736-0775 Ext. 899H

FUNDRAISER
W I N A ij AWA I I A N VACAT I O N OR B I G SCR E E N T V
P LU S R A I S E U P T O $ 1 , 4 00 I N J U S T 1 0 DA Y S I
F u nd r a i s e r
Objec t i ve :
Min imal
Comm i t men t :
R a i s e $ 1 , 4 00
Hon e y :
Z e r o I n v e s t me n t
Cos t :
C a m p u s o r ga n i z a t i on s , c l u b s ,
c a l l OCHC a t 1 ( 800 ) 9 3 2 - 0 5 2 8 /

frals ,

soror i t i es

1 ( 800 ) 9 5 0 - 84 7 2

ex l .

10

For Rent
Computers For Rent. Complete systems from $65.00 a month. XTs, ATs
and printers. Monthly & weekly. Technical support available. Telephone
Helpline. Will deliver.

(708) 352-0422

CWS Positions
are still available
There are many CWS (college

you gain valuable work experi

work study) positions still avail

ence, and you are able to work

able. Students that have already
applied and have been awarded
CWS funds for the winter trimes
ter, contact the Financial Aid of
at

fice

ext.

2161

or

Robbin

Rietveld, Job Developer at ext.

2514.

where you study. On-campus em
ployment also has the advantage
of cutting down travel time; think
of it, a five minute walk to work or
a five minute walk to class. Save
time, save money, save gas; so ...
why don't you take advantage of

The advantages to CWS: you are
able to reduce your loan payment,

"earn while you

learn"

with

CWS.

Colloquia needs presenters

TRAVEL CENTER

Are you involved in some fas
cinating research? Committed to
an important cause? Straining to

Sat & Sun. Febroaty 24 & 25, 1900
PICG(II includls dlluxe motorrmch tnnspottJtion, 11ntll & Jilt ticUt1tAlpine Vdry, twtmirlht lccom•

modat/On$ 011 Sat. lnd ftJ/1 bruldast on SUn. It tht HiltOn � In UltS Genwa.

'

let your colleagues know what
you're up to? Want to bounce an
idea off of an interested group?
If the answer is yes, then great!
We have the forum for you.

TOIIII TO 1JT7lE EUROI'E" Tom• & Monwall
Thurs thru Sun. - April 26·29
Four-day, 111 indusive, flip durffi(J spring bruk inclUdes both guk/fd & Independent sf(Jhtseting touts, air
•

fare fD & ftom Canada, MHI coach & rail whilf in Cinlda.

This Winter/Spring, the Collo
quia

series has three to four

openings

for

presentations.

If

you'd like to make a presentation,
contact Harvey Varnet, extension

2231.
lor our 1990 aui� •• » mist ir
3tPtNs. CII IU$1/IE$$PORT lRAVB. &EiflfR AT 7111321110
11 of your trawl nllfds.
p/lnnlng your vacation, group or indivfdUII •• honeymoon specil/s
. • .

Scheduled s o far are the follow
ing: Bethe Hagens on Cities in the
Year 2000 that will have pop
ulations of 10,000,000 or more;
Winfred Rudloff on Computer
Aided Instruction and University

Teaching

Practices;

and

Peg

Woodard on Academic Concerns
as related to Handicapped Stu
dents in the Classroom
To date, the series has been
very successful There have been
twenty presentations since the
Winter of 1987 covering a wide
variety of topics.
The Colloquia series is a small
but important part of the intellec
tual exchange between colleagues
on our campus. Please attend
these interesting sessions and
consider making a presentation
yo urself.

Announcements

for

dates, times and locations will
soon follow.
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Govemor
(Continued from front page)
devil's advocate and threw the

Edward Bales, a Motorola

discussion to the audience. He

executive, believes that ed

said, "Some schools are noth

ucators should operate the way

ing

businesses do by meeting the

more

than

day

care

centers-true or false?" Many

needs of their customers. He

in the audience were heard to

cited poor management in the

agree with his statement. He

schools. "Nothing in the sys

also asked those present if

tem helps a teacher move to

money was the real problem.

the principal's position. The
schools don't pay enough at

The

audience

with

such

responded

answers

as

a

tention to the students," he
said.

lengthier school year because
the economy today warrants

State Senator Aldo deAn

us to be competitive with the

gelis said be doesn't think an

rest of the world.

administrator has to be a for
mer teacher. He said, "The

Mathematics

should

be

schools that are spending the

more important than PE or

most have the least trouble

drivers education.

educating students." He went
on to say that the property tax

One parent who also is a

was at an inappropriate level

teacher was very concerned

now to fund education. "My

that after two weeks off from

seventy-two year old mother

school,

has a four room house and

her

children

forgot

their multipl ication tables.

lives on social security and she
cannot afford to have her prop

Other teachers said they felt
that

they

way the senator responded

enough, so they left the teach

when the audience was polled

ing profession. One teacher

as to lowering the property tax

said

and raising the income tax.

that
it

not

erty taxes go up." This is the

paid

makes

were

financial

funding

difficult

to

pay

teachers more, and the local

Governor Thompson warn

board's priorities of funding

ed the audience that doing

are

such a thing could cause a

paid

according

to

the

market.

revolution among taxpayers.

Several school board mem

Dean Joyce Verrett of the

bers present disagreed with

CAS, said that there would be

the statement.

more problems if the educa
tion of minorities was neg

The type of student was also

lected. She called attention to

discussed. Some of these stu

the fact that more and more

dents come from single fam

minorities are going to school

ilies,

dysfunctional

families

School has to be everything to
children.

cialized

More

educational

spe

health

and services should be made
available to these children and
their families.
The system asks teachers to
act

beyond their expertise.

One suggestion was to teach
teachers to provide help for
children who come from these
types of families.

�

(Continued from front page)
liaison to the Student Senate and
the new Campus Community Cen
ter Advisory Board.
The Assistant Director of Stu
dent Life is also responsible for
the day-to-day operations of the
Campus Community Center. Black
burn heads a staff of over 25 work

ers that serve the student, staff,
faculty, and community members
of the facilities formerly leased by
the YMCA.
Blackburn resides in Crete with
his wife Mary Jo, and their 2 year
old daughter Maureen Jessica. He
also has a 19 year old son, Michael
James Blackburn Jr.

His next goal is to finish his PhD
dissertation and "be the best I can
be, as husband, father, and
educator." His philosophy is to
strive for control of your own life
and don't let circumstances stop
you from attaining your goals.
"Just go on, no matter what, go
on!"
Blackburn feels that a positive
outlook on life is a must. Doors are
opening in his life and he en
courages others to open new doors
and do the best they can.

and math was next on the list of

remarked, "That the solutions

things to discuss.

to education have been piece

Opinions

One former teacher told the

from those present centered

forum that rewards for teach

on the high schools being at

meal on the state level.
"The solutions also did not

ers are almost non-existant.

fault for poor reading. Presi

She said that teachers are suf

dent

fering from burn out yet still

muth of GSU made reference

don't have the will to serve our

stay in the system. She added,

to

children. It is ludicrous for

"There should be some type of

tency

a

people in the middle class to

help for these teachers. The

"remedial program." He said

pay the same income tax as the

Leo

GSU's

Goodman-Mala
required

exam,

compe

calling

it

deal with the inequities. They

teachers should be given the

that he cannot see why money

rich." He recommended that

opportunity to re-tool. Teach

should be taken from impor

everyone read the book titled,

ing has to be a position of honor

tant programs such as math

"Justice For None."

and respect in our society."

and

science,

and

put

into

remedial programs. He added,
The

Governor

told

the

"They should already know

audience about his Auny Jenny

The

Governor

ended

his

forum by saying he would take

these things."

back the questions to Presi

who taught in Chicago Heights
over forty years ago. He said,

Robert Press a professor in

dent Bush. He was presented

"She was the first person in our

the COE said, "Women, child

with some gifts as a remem

family to become a teacher

ren and minorities are being

brance of his visit to GSU. As

and we were very proud of

let down because our priorities

he looked over the gifts (which

The subject of poor reading

have not been on education but

bad Governors State on Utem)

on building the largest defense

he said,

budget in the world." He also,

GSU, it has a ring to it."

"I will remember

TIJESDAYS & THURSDAYS

*

VOLLEYBALL
1:00 P.M.
The Intramural and Recreation
Program is open to all Campus
Community Center members.
RECREATION
CALL SHOT 8-BALL
CHALLENGE POOL
TOURNAMENT
Singles and Doubles Divisions
Begins January 26, 1990

Student Life

and their needs must be met.

her."

and are sent to school hungry.
these

Governor Thompson's helicopter lands in the middle of parking lot A at GSU.

Sign up in the GAMEROOM
from January 3
through the 25th.
SENIORS
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·
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FITNESS

(through 1/31/90)
1:30 & 3:00 p.m.
Monday/Wednesday/Friday
New session begins
March 1, 1990
SENIORS AQUACIZE
(through 1/31/90)
2:00 & 3:30 p.m.
Monday/Wednesday/Friday
New session begins
March 1, 1990
ADULT AQUACIZE
(through 1/31/90)
6:30 p.m.
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WI NnR DRI Ul NG

Tl PS

Willt ef C .. • • O ft eRjo"a.le .-4 . .autitul SaaSOII
*
*
of *
ttle vear, Mt we -st H ._,. ol Its
dellcJeu. HaYift' a co•fortallle Md safe llri..et Is
a
lftltter
ol
adyence
plauillq.
R.aa...
tr.aspottetioa
is as,.ciall'l i..pott... ill the
IUIIIC er. II .,ou haw • car, IIMke sure it Is reo�
for we..twar wiRter ..... •riii4J.
The prec&utions listed below 11'\&y help
you
to
avoid
an
unpleas&nt
or
dangerous situation while tr&veling:

1

ICe., .,our ..solille teak as •••"" full as
possiWe. Jhis wiU lessen the c•ance of water In
the qos took and Ice buildup ill the fuel lines.

• A Cl tadio can be a "•'II useful Item In wlntef
•-rqencies.

Monday/Wednesday
11:00 a.m.
Monday/Wednesday/Friday

1 You sllould hap .,our cot in top operet ...
c011clition aU .,•., rouod; if '011 hOYe a •1tn1on·
In sum-•. It won't ••t an11 ••tt•r In the Ullfttef.

1:00 p.m.
Tuesday/Thursday

1 Duri,.. 111iltl er it is real" llft,ort•t to check

6:00 p.m.
Sunday
New Session begins
March 1, 1990
These classes require an ad
ditional fee as well as mem
bership in the Campus Community
Center.
Student Program Action Coun
cil (SPAC) meets the 2nd and 4th
Tuesdays 3 p.m., A1804.

the followlnq:
l'llition Sflst•m
cooll"' '"stem
defroster
boner.,-

fuel Sflst••tire treadsnow tiresprop•• .,..

oil

•rakes
wipers
heatet

• Keep a spare set of necessar11 f11ses for 1J0111
.:or's
electflcal
SfiSteiO
ill
II04If
�
cOiftpartlftent.

1 Check .,ow Yehicle's OWHU'S HAitiAl fot D1J
speeific iost111cti011s particlll01 to ,ow whicle.
<•·•· special wiota• diesel Hdklws. etc.)

PLAN AHEAD !

If .,ou -st use qow car in ulintet:
1 Plan .,out tfOYel, seleetinq both ptilftar., ucl
alternate toutes and check the latest weather
mfo oo tile radio or lU.
1 ''" not to ttOYel aloM - two or tlve• people
are ptefareble. lravel in coRYO" with anoll1er
yehlcl• if at all possible. Let someone know IJOUf
Jclnerar., so that If qou don't ertive on time,
theq cM clitect officials whete to searcl1 for qou.

I

111\1£ CAiffULLY A"D DffE"SIUUYl

1
AU011 111U11tC II ,ou c• 11se ,.lie
tfMsport..loo. If to• -st 11se a car, dllve at a
spHd tllet Is sofa.
Please cOIItile
lu
to Hlp us help fiOU malce
sofa piKe to -k .-4 IHtol

I:SU •

Chief Philip I. Orauliec
Depattmut of P�lic Safet"

qs1-5

